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Figure 1: (A) A concept image of our proposed method. The user unlocks the device by gazing at the keypoints in a displayed
image in order. (B) The user registers an ordered list of the names of keypoints as a secret. Although the system displays a
different image each time, the user can unlock the device with the same secret.

ABSTRACT
We propose a gaze-based authentication method using a new type
of graphical password. After registering keypoints in an image
as a secret, the user can unlock the device by gazing at them in
the registered order on a randomly displayed image. We present
the design and implementation of our authentication method and
report the results of a feasibility study utilizing mobile devices. Our
prototype implementation achieved an acceptance rate of 86.0%.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Graphical / visual passwords; Operat-
ing systems security; • Human-centered computing → Human
computer interaction (HCI).
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1 INTRODUCTION
There are various authentication methods for personal identifica-
tion to protect private information. The two mostly widely used are
knowledge-based authentication, such as PIN and password, and
biometric authentication, such as fingerprint, face, and vein authen-
tication. Knowledge-based authentication is still the mainstream
method [10]. As for biometric authentication, while it provides
sufficiently strong security, instant verification, and convenience
for users [1], once the secret is stolen, it cannot be reset or reissued,
posing a lifelong security risk to the user. In contrast, knowledge-
based authentication features easily replaceable secrets. However,
the authentication method that uses just numbers or characters
(e.g., PIN or passwords) is exposed to dictionary attacks and brute
force attacks.

Graphical passwords [5, 16, 23] that are robust against such
attacks have been proposed. They have the advantages of memora-
bility [16] and are more secure than PINs/passwords [5]. They are
also resistant to guessing attacks because their password space is
theoretically larger. There are two types of graphical passwords: a
pattern of selecting multiple images [5] and a pattern of selecting
multiple points in an image [23]. However, using these types of pass-
words requires physical interaction, which makes them potentially
vulnerable to side-channel attacks.

Another promising authentication method is the gaze-based ap-
proach. Improved eye-tracking techniques [17, 22] have enabled
eye tracking on mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets.
Gaze-based authentication methods do not require physical inter-
action [7–9, 12]. Moreover, they are touch-free, and thus are robust
to various attacks such as shoulder-surfing attacks that peek at the
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user from behind, smudge attacks that trace fingerprint smudges,
and thermal attacks that detect heat after an operation. However,
it has also been reported that a simple gaze trajectory or fixed po-
sition PIN/password information could be known if the attacker
captures the eye movement [9]. In addition, gaze passwords have
memorability concerns because they require the user to learn and
remember unfamiliar password symbols [12].

Our research aims to enable robust authentication that is re-
sistant to attacks from other people. To achieve this purpose, we
propose an authentication method that uses a gaze pattern at mean-
ingful keypoints in the image. Specifically, we utilize an ordered list
of the names of keypoints as a secret (Fig. 1), and by gazing at each
keypoint in order on a randomly displayed image, the user unlocks
the device. Our method combines gaze-based authentication with
graphical passwords, so we can expect it to exhibit both of their
advantages. In addition, it provides robustness to observation at-
tacks because it displays a different image for each authentication
challenge, so the user gazes at different locations each time.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Graphical Passwords
Graphical passwords utilize visual memory and have many advan-
tages in terms of memorability and usability over PINs/passwords
with a sequence of characters or numbers [5]. They are also resis-
tant to guessing attacks because the password space is theoretically
larger. There are two types of graphical password authentication
methods: selectingmultiple images [5] and selectingmultiple points
in an image [3]. However, it has been reported that graphical pass-
words, which require physical input, are vulnerable to shoulder-
surfing attacks [3].

2.2 Gaze-Based Authentication
There are two types of gaze-based authentication methods: one
using traditional passwords such as entering a PIN/password by
gaze input [6, 7, 14] and the other using gaze passwords. Gaze
passwords utilize patterns of gazing at points displayed on the
screen [19], predefined gaze trajectories (gaze gestures) [8], and
free-form gaze trajectories [9]. Gaze-based authentication methods
have the significant advantages of being robust against shoulder-
surfing, smudge, and thermal attacks because they do not require
physical interaction. However, they also have several problems.
Entering traditional passwords by gazing has been reported to be
slower in execution than finger-based input [12]. In addition, gaze
passwords have the potential for memorability concerns because
they require the user to learn and remember unfamiliar password
symbols [12].

EyePassword [14] and EyePIN [7] achieve authentication by gaze
typing instead of keyboard or touchpad typing. It has been reported
that users prefer gaze typing to keyboard typing, especially in pub-
lic places [14]. GazeTouchPIN [13] is a two-step authentication
using touch-based PIN input and simultaneous gazing to the left
and right, which is more secure against repeat and side-channel
attacks. Free-Form Gaze Passwords [9] utilize user-defined gaze
trajectories as gaze passwords that are not restricted to gaze points
or gestures and have been shown to safeguard against shoulder
surfing. However, it has also been reported that generating and

executing gaze passwords in a completely free form can be uncom-
fortable for users [9]. Heikkila et al. introduced visual feedback to
speed up gaze input and reduce the authentication time, but it may
cause vulnerability to shoulder surfing attacks [18].

3 PROPOSED METHOD
We propose a gaze-based authentication method using graphical
passwords consisting of keypoints in images without any additional
hardware. We utilize graphical passwords as the secret and gaze
as the input method. The authentication is based on a pattern of
gazing at keypoints in the image. For example, in the case shown
in Fig. 1(B), the four keypoints—left ear, left foot, right eye, and
tail—are registered and stored in the order of gazing. The user un-
locks the device by gazing at keypoints in the order of the registered
secret on a randomly displayed image that is changed at regular
intervals.

A keypoint is a characteristic point in an image, such as the
annotated points in Fig. 1(B). Although such annotations usually
refer to certain areas on the body, we define a keypoint here as
a dot in an image represented by x and y coordinates. Different
images of the same type (e.g., the cat and dog in Fig. 1(B)) can share
the same keypoints. The user registers the names of keypoints and
their order as a secret. Since multiple images can share keypoints,
the secret, once registered, can be directly applied to another image.
The actual keypoint locations are different for different images. By
displaying a different image, the system can change locations to be
gazed at without forcing the user to change his/her secret. Even if
an attacker discovers the gazed locations based on the user’s eye
movements, the system remains secure so long as a cracked image
is not used.

The user can remember the secret by looking at the image as
well as the character string, which should enable the use of visual
memory and may provide better memorability compared to just
numerical or character string secrets such as PINs and passwords.
In addition, gazing at a keypoint in the image allows the user to
perform authentication by means of the natural behavior of looking
at a specific point on the screen. Therefore, unlike gaze gestures,
our method does not force the user to perform atypical actions.

The theoretical password space (TPS1) of our method depends
on the number of keypoints available in the image (𝑁𝑘 ) and the
number of keypoints used as a secret (n), which is log2 𝑁𝑘

𝑛 . For
example, for the image shown in Fig. 1(B), the TPS is log2 114 ≈
13.8. Since our method does not have an obvious entry point like
a dial pad or keyboard, an obvious location used for a secret is
unavailable information for attackers. Therefore, the number of
entry points available in an image depends on the eye-tracking
resolution. Our preliminary experiment showed that the RMSE of
eye tracking for the x-axis and y-axis was (44.82 pt, 62.28 pt), where
1 pt is approximately 0.17mm. The screen size of 812 pt × 385 pt
(iPhone 11 Pro) can contain 21 non-overlapping rectangles with
the width = 44.82 pt and height = 62.28 pt. In this case, the TPS is
log2 214 ≈ 17.6, which can maintain sufficient robustness even with
a small number of keypoints (e.g., 113.3 ≈ log2 104 for a 4-digit
PIN and 20.7 ≈ log2 644 for an alphanumeric password). A shorter
secret is preferable because it reduces the time for authentication.

1TPS grows exponentially and are typically compared in log2 .
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Figure 2: Information that an attacker can obtain. Attacker A behind the user can shoulder surf the smartphone screen (left).
Attacker B in front of the user can observe the user’s eye movements (right).

4 ROBUSTNESS AGAINST ATTACKS
Since our method combines graphical passwords with gaze-based
authentication, it is expected to improve the robustness against
attackers. Specifically, thanks to the characteristics of graphical
passwords, ourmethod is resistant to brute force attacks, and thanks
to the characteristics of gaze-based authentication, our method is
resistant to shoulder-surfing, smudge, and thermal attacks because
there is no physical interaction.

We assume two attackers against our method, as shown in Fig. 2:
A) those who try to shoulder surf against the smartphone screen,
and B) those who try to read eye movements. Attacker A can look at
the screen of the smartphone, but unlike with a PIN, the only acces-
sible information is the image that the user is gazing at. Therefore,
it will be difficult for the attacker to guess the secret. For Attacker
B, although the attacker can observe the user’s eyes, it has been
reported that it is not easy to guess and accurately reproduce the
user’s gaze [9]. Even if the attacker finds out the approximate gaze
movement, the gaze points can be changed by changing the authen-
tication image to a different one while using the same secret. Thus,
the user can maintain security without the burden of changing and
remembering the secret.

Since the login interface of our authentication system just dis-
plays an image, the authentication procedure and the timing of the
authentication itself are hidden. Therefore, it is not easy to recog-
nize the user’s actions even when observing the user. We expect
that people who do not know this authentication will find it difficult
to even try. In addition, it is not possible to make repeated tries on
the same image because the image changes at regular intervals.

5 IMPLEMENTATION
In this study, for proof of concept, we implemented a prototype sys-
tem on a smartphone, where two software modules were installed:
an eye-tracking module and an authentication module. The system
authenticates the user according to the user’s gazing points.

5.1 Authentication Interface
The user follows the steps below to perform the authentication.

Registration The user selects multiple keypoints from the
blue-marked points in the image displayed on the screen
by touch input and registers the order of gazing as a secret
(Fig. 3(A)(B)).

Authentication The user gazes at the keypoints correspond-
ing to the secret in the registered order on randomly dis-
played images (Fig. 3(C)(D)). Blue points are not displayed
during the authentication.

The user can perform registration and authentication on the
screen shown in Fig. 3. For example, in Fig. 3(A), a dog is displayed,
and the blue-marked keypoints are the candidates for a secret.
The user selects four keypoints—“right ear, front left foot, nose, and
tail,”—as a secret (Fig. 3(B)). At this time, the names of the registered
keypoints are displayed on the screen for checking.

During authentication, a different animal image is randomly
displayed (Fig. 3(C)(D)), and the user unlocks the device with the
different gaze patterns by gazing at the corresponding keypoints in
accordance with the registered secret. Vibrations are presented at
each gaze as tactile feedback to inform the user that the gaze has
been detected. An image for authentication challenge is displayed
for a regular interval (currently, 10 seconds) and is changed when
the authentication fails or when the regular interval passes. In
addition, to prevent repeated tries by the attacker, authentication
is disabled for 30 seconds after five failed tries (the typical limit of
retries on a smartphone).

5.2 Eye-Tracking Module
We used ARKit2 for eye tracking on the smartphone (iPhone 11
Pro3). ARKit can acquire information such as face orientation and
facial expressions at about 60 fps using a front camera. The system
calculates the intersections of the left and right gaze vectors and
the screen of the device. It then calculates the midpoint between
them as the user’s viewpoint position

Preliminary experiments showed that our eye-tracking system
causes an overall shift in the estimated viewpoint position. There-
fore, we calibrate it before each authentication. The four corner
points in the screen are used as reference points. The user gazes at
each of the four points for two seconds. The system runs a regres-
sion analysis (SVR) for each x/y-axis using the viewpoint positions
estimated from the data acquired while gazing as training data.
The positions calculated by the regressor are used as the user’s
viewpoint position for authentication.

2https://developer.apple.com/documentation/arkit
3https://www.apple.com/jp/iphone-11-pro
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Figure 3: The screen for secret registration (A) before selecting and (B) after selecting. (C)(D) Samples of the authentication
screen.

5.3 Authentication Module
Figure 4 shows an overview of the authentication algorithm. First, a
randomly selected image is displayed on the screen (P1). The authen-
tication system utilizes the user’s eye-tracking position as input for
authentication. In order to suppress the Midas touch problem [11],
the system does not detect gaze input for 1 second after the image
is displayed (P2), as the user searches for keypoints during this
period. Once the system starts detecting gaze input, it checks if the
sequence of gazed keypoints matches the secret or not, as explained
in the next paragraph. If the authentication challenge fails, another
image is displayed. When a regular interval (10 seconds) passes
after the image is displayed, the image is changed (C1). When the
number of failures reaches five, the system will display an image
that cannot be used for authentication (i.e., not a similar image) for
30 seconds.

For the system to perform authentication, it is necessary to
select keypoints based on the user’s fixation and match the selected
keypoint sequence with the registered secret. To obtain the user’s
fixation points, we used the Dispersion-Threshold Identification (I-
DT) algorithm [20] with a time window (𝑇 ) of 700ms and a standard
deviation threshold (𝑡ℎ𝑔𝑎𝑧𝑒 ) of 10 pt. The system records the user’s
fixation point (𝐺𝑖 ) (P3) and then, the system records the gazed
keypoint (𝐾𝑖 ) of the image within a fixed region (𝐺𝑥 − 𝑑𝑥 ≤ 𝐾𝑥 ≤
𝐺𝑥 +𝑑𝑥 ∧𝐺𝑦 −𝑑𝑦 ≤ 𝐾𝑦 ≤ 𝐺𝑦 +𝑑𝑦 ) from the output fixation point
(C2). If multiple keypoints are detected, the point nearest to the
fixation point is recorded (P4). Once a gazed keypoint is recorded,
the recorded sequence of keypoint ([𝐾1, . . . ]) is compared with the
registered secret, and if the keypoints and their order of the two
matches perfectly, the authentication succeeds (C3). If it matches
the first part of the registered secret, the authentication continues
with the same image (C4). If not, the authentication continues with
the different image.

5.4 Image Data & Keypoints
In order to make this authentication systemwork, we need an image
set with common keypoints and the location information of the
keypoints in the images. We adopted the Animal-Pose Dataset for
this requirement [2], one of the public datasets commonly used in

the image recognition field. This dataset contains over 6000 images
of cats, dogs, horses, sheep, and cows, including the locations of
keypoints for each of the following nine categories: Two eyes, Throat,
Nose, Withers, Two Earbases, Tailbase, Four Elbows, Four Knees, and
Four Paws. We used seven of these, omitting Four Elbows and Four
Knees because their distances to other points were too close.

6 EVALUATION
We conducted a preliminary evaluation of our prototype imple-
mentation. Five volunteers (P1–P5; 21–22 years old, mean = 21.4,
3 males) participated in the experiment, which was conducted in-
doors under fluorescent light. The participants sat on a chair and
held an iPhone 11 Pro.

6.1 Tasks & Procedures
There are two tasks for the participants: secret registration and
authentication execution. In the secret registration task, the partic-
ipants register secrets to be used for authentication. Specifically,
they select four keypoints from those displayed in the image by
touch input and then decide on the order of the selected keypoints.
In the authentication execution task, the participants gaze at the
keypoints of the registered secret. The above two tasks are repeated
five times as a set, and the participants perform four sets. Cali-
bration is performed at the beginning of each set. After finishing,
they were given a questionnaire consisting of three questions and
5-point Likert-scale answers (Tab. 1).

6.2 Results and Analysis
The experiment yielded the following data: 5execution × 4sets ×
5persons = 100executions. We also collected the results of the ques-
tionnaire (Tab. 1).

The acceptance rate was 86.0%. The number of authentication
challenges per task for each participant is shown in Fig. 5. Within
one retry, 95% of the authentication challenges were successful.
These findings indicate that the acceptance rate needs to be im-
proved. In particular, the confusion between left and right is con-
sidered to impact the acceptance rate strongly. We estimate that
this is due to mis-recognition caused by the proximity of keypoints
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Figure 4: Flowchart of the authentication algorithm.
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Figure 5: Number of authentication challenges per task.

with the left and right elements in the image, and mis-input caused
by the user confusing the left and right keypoints and gazing at the
wrong point.

To deal with mis-recognition, it is necessary to improve the ac-
curacy of the eye tracking. We plan to introduce an eye-tracking
technique based on deep learning, as proposed in [17, 22]. In ad-
dition, we plan to disable the selection of keypoints that are too
close based on the RMSE of eye tracking. To deal with mis-input,
we can use different image datasets such as landscape images or
group photos of people, where left/right features for keypoints are
scarce and multiple target objects are available.

The average execution time of the authentication was 5.03 s
(SD=0.186 s). The execution time of the authentication is distributed
within a very short range (Fig. 6), which means there is no large
difference in the execution times for different executions or differ-
ent users. Considering the results of our informal experiment with
fewer keypoints authentication, the execution time of authentica-
tion approximately follows the product of a certain time required
for the gaze detection and the number of keypoints. Therefore,
it is possible to control the time required for authentication by
decreasing the time for gaze detection and changing the number

of keypoints in secret. As a final note, we should point out that
the current system requires additional time for calibration. We are
planning to use a calibration-free eye-tracking module in the future
implementation.

5.0 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.2
Execution time [s]

Figure 6: Distribution of authentication execution time.

The questionnaire items and answers are shown in Tab. 1, and
the results for each user are shown in Fig. 7. Although the overall im-
pressions of our method were favorable, some participants reported
that they felt fatigued when executing authentication. This may
have occurred because they were not familiar with gaze-based op-
erations. On the other hand, there were several positive comments
about the experience, such as “I am glad that the authentication was
smoother than I expected” and “It seems safe because it just looks
like a screen saver is displayed.” The participants also reported that
they selected ’obvious’ keypoints such as nose and tail and no close
keypoints. We need to investigate through further surveys whether
there is any bias in the selected keypoints and whether there are
any keypoints that attackers can easily break through.

7 CONCLUSION & FUTUREWORK
We proposed a gaze-based authentication method using graphical
passwords consisting of keypoints in images. Thanks to combining
gaze-based authentication with graphical passwords, our method is
robust against shoulder-surfing, smudge, thermal, and brute force
attacks. When unlocking the device, the user gazes at the keypoints
in a randomly displayed image in accordance with the registered
order. For proof-of-concept, we implemented an authentication
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Table 1: Questionnaire presented to participants, with mean and std over Likert-scale answers.

No. Questions + Answers mean std

Q1 How difficult did you feel it was to execute the authentication?
Answers from (1) very difficult to (5) very easy. 4.2 0.84

Q2 Did you execute the authentication without feeling fatigued?
Answers from (1) strongly disagree to (5) strongly agree. 3.6 1.14

Q3 Do you want to use our method?
Answers from (1) strongly disagree to (5) strongly agree. 4.4 0.89

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Q3

Q2

Q1 Strongly disagree
Disagree
Natural
Agree
Strongly agree

Figure 7: Questionnaire results.

system on a commercial smartphone where two software modules
were added: an eye-tracking module and an authentication module
that performs authentication according to the user’s gaze point.
No additional hardware was used. The results demonstrated the
feasibility of our method.

In future work, we plan to improve the eye-tracking accuracy
and conduct an attacker experiment to investigate the robustness
against observation-spoofing attacks. We also plan to reexamine
the authentication algorithm to verify the overall security of this
authentication method. Additionally, we will apply our method to
users’ images (e.g., family photos) for detecting meaningful points
using image recognition methods [4, 15, 21].
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